RITERS have utilized on more than
one occasion the facts of the past
life of the earth gathered by
students of fossils. The great creatures
of the Age of Reptiles have often stirred
the imagination and found their way
into story and play. Nowadays, almost
everyone knows what a dinosaur is, or
what it looked like when alive. But not
so much is known about the saurians
that lived in the sea. During the half
century or more from Jules Verne to
Walt Disney, the reptilian monsters of
the land seem to have overshadowed
their contemporary dragons of the air
and ancient serpents of the oceanic
realm.
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In the spectacular film FANTASIA
where a number of extinct reptiles are
brought back in animate form, the dinosaurs hold the center of the stage, but
not to the exclusion of other kinds of
saurians. Arp.ong the latter, are the curious sea serpents or plesiosaurs. To his
friends, Disney speaks of them facetiously as his pet long-necked seals. The
moving picture presentation of these
creatures, as of the dinosaurs, is based
on actual fossil skeletons uncovered in
ancient rock formations, and on their appearance and habits deduced by scientists from the remains.
Not Jong ago excellently preserved
skeletons of plesiosaurs were discovered

in California. Their location was m
tioned in the pages of WESTWA YS, in
account of the discovery of sea li
or mosasaurs. The site is in the Pan
Hills, a part of the middle Coast Rang
southwest of the town of Mendota ·
western Fresno County. In this regi
are exposed marine deposits that accu
ulated during the Cretaceous period,
toward the close of the Age of Reptiles,
more than 60,000,000 years ago. These
deposits were laid down when the sea
transgressed the land during that remot
time, a transgression that extended ov
what is now the northern part of th
Great Valley of California and the foot
hill belt of the northern Sierra Nevada.
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• .4 fouil 11kele1on of a 11ea aerpenl
-a ple11io11aur lo &he paleon&ologi111i11 11hown abo11e being uncOtJered in
&he Panoche Hill11 of western Fre11no
County. Scienlisl11 estimate that
the11e creature& lilled in. California
approximately 60,000,000 year11 ago
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• The drawing, right, ia an artist's
conception of the ple1iosaur11, based
on their appearance and habits a11
rleduced by 11cientist11 from the remains. The amazing number of 60 or
more 11ertebrae made up their necks
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Many changes have taken place in this
region in the geologic ages which followed the Cretaceous. Subsequent to this
Senator Downey's Notorious Car
period, hundreds and thousands of feet
of sands, muds, boulder beds and volConfiscation PlaR-An Editorial
canic debris accumulated, principally in
ocean waters, and formed a substantial
cover to the Cretaceous rocks. IntermitALIFORNIA's junior senator, the Hon. Sheridan Downey, demontent earth movements occurred. Much
strated the truth of the axiom, "Too many cooks spoil the broth,''
later the Coast Ranges were fonned, and
when he offered as his contribution to this nation's war effort his
wind and water began the removal of
now notorious Senate Bill-2450 calling for the confiscation of private
strata, ultimately cutting into and exposautomobiles.
ing the older geological formations like
"Hysterical" is the quoted description given by the Senator to those
the Cretaceous rocks. In the course of
who have opposed his S-2450. Very well they may be. No single measthis wearing away of the land, fossil
ure introduced into Congress would be so apt to demoralize war proorganisms once deeply buried, come to
duction and the civilian economy that supports it.
view. Unless chance discovery is made
too late by either a few years -0r a few
This is no horse-and-buggy war on the fighting front. Senator Downey
million years, such a find may turn out
should realize that the producing home front cannot operate in the
to be an extraordinarily well preserved
horse-and-buggy manner he advocates.
specimen.
California motorists bow to no other Americans in the degree of
Nearly complete skeletons of plesiotheir
patriotism - their willingness to make sacrifices. If they are "hyssaurs 30 or 35 feet long have been unterical"
it is because they, at least, realize that a nation on foot cannot
covered in western Fresno County.
produce the tanks, the planes;1he ships, the guns, and yes, the food, to
Shells and other forms of marine life
win this war.
found in the same strata with the saurian
skeletons suggest that the plesiosaurs
If they are "hysterical" it is because they know that as much as 80
lived in the sea. Remains of these repper cent of the State's population in some areas is completely dependent
tiles have been dug up in North and
upon the motor vehicle for essential transport, that 40.8 per cent of the
South America, in Australia, Africa, Asia,
State's 5842 communities have no other means of transportation.
and in Europe. In view of the fact that
If they are "hysterical" it is due largely to the fact that our mass transthey are known to occur in geological
portation
systems are inadequate, that their operators admit that they
formations exposed in at least a dozen
cannot handle the transportation load if private automobiles are taken
states, it is rather odd that good sµeciout of service.
mens have come to light only recently in
California.
If they are "hysterical" it is because the introduction of such bills as
Plesiosaurs are sometimes likened to a
S-2450, even though they are wisely thrown into the legislative scrap
turtle with a snake drawn through its
heap, can overnight sabotage conscientious automobile conservation
body. While this is a crude description,
efforts such as the five-point "Drive for Victory" program launched in
it emphasizes the fact that they posCalifornia
by 300 civic, labor, commercial and cultural agencies.
sessed a sturdy body from which exYes, Senator Downey, your critics undoubtedly are "hysterical." And
tended a long neck with small skull,
they are outraged as well. They have good reason to be. They want to
short tail, and four powerful paddles or
win this war, but they realize that confiscation of private automobiles
Hippers used in swimming or sculling.
The Californian specimens, representing
not only contributes nothing to an early victory, but might very consome of the last individuals of their kind
ceivably lose the war. They want no part of the "broth" you propose.
to survive in Cretaceous time, are charThe Automobile Club of Southern California has written you, Senator,
acterized by exceptionally long necks, in
and presented these and many other arguments against S-2450. It does
which are found the amazing number of
not imagine that your colleagues in Congress will support you on this
60 or more vertebrae.
hill,
but if they should the Club will fight it vigorously.
Plesiosaurs are often shown in restoration with their long necks projecting out
of the sea, or with head and neck darting about beneath its surface as the animal pursues fish for food. It is believed
that they frequented bays, inlets and containing the fossils are deformed or which are known to occur in the digesshallow water near shore rather than the altered in position by earth movements. tive tract of plesiosaurs.
That the large sea serpents disapdeeper waters of the open sea. Their Limbs and paddles were found in which
reptilian associates were the sea lizards most of the bony parts retained the posi- peared at the close of the Age of Reptiles
( mosasaurs), fish lizards ( ichthyosaurs), tion they occupied in life. When a skele- has long been accepted by geologists.
crocodiles, and sea turtles. The marine ton was uncovered, there came to view Possible survival of some of these ancient
and fish lizards may have been their also a "nest" of pebbles, sometimes as creatures into recent times has quickened
natural enemies.
many as two handfuls, embedded in the the imagination of novelists and laymen
When the skeletal remains were ex- fine shale near the body cavity of the alike, and the story recurs today in accavated in the Panache Hills, the bones animal. These stones are smooth and counts of mariners who claim to have
were found to be petrified and covered range up to an inch in diameter and are seen large creatures said to resemble
with a thin layer of gypsum. The speci- easily distinguished from the finer sedi- plesiosaurs. Thus far, however, scientific
mens often lay undisturbed in a dark- ments in which the animal was buried. investigation has failed to give substance
colored shale except where the strata They evidently represent gizzard stones, to such claims.
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